TURCO® 6743
ALL PURPOSE CLEANING SOLVENT
DESCRIPTION:
TURCO 6743 is a clear, colorless liquid formulated for cleaning paint spray equipment, detail parts
and aircraft parts and surfaces prior to coating or fabrication.

FEATURES:
TURCO 6743 offers these features:
1.

NESHAP compliant, contains no HAP's

2.

Composite vapor pressure is less than 45 mm Hg as defined by SCAQMD Rule 1124

3.

Conforms to DMS 2283

4.

Excellent solvency for oil and aqueous soils

5.

Free of chlorinated solvents

USE INSTRUCTIONS:
TURCO 6743 has a Tag Closed Cup flash point of 10°C. All storage and dispensing drums should be
grounded by suitable approved methods. All dispensing containers should be made from nonsparking metals.
TURCO 6743 is used at full strength. Apply to metal surface, using clean absorbent cloths or by
means of mist spray. Remove soil residues with clean cloth. Store contaminated cloths in a sealed
container to guard against spontaneous combustion.

DISPOSAL INFORMATION:
This material evaporates during use. Dispose of contaminated cloths per local, state and regional
regulations. Refer to TURCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET for additional disposal information.
WARNING! Flammable liquid and vapor
TURCO 6743 contains methyl ethyl ketone. Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Do not take
internally. Use with adequate (equivalent to outdoor) ventilation.
TURCO 6743 has a Tag Closed Cup flash point of 10°C. All bulk containers and dispensing
equipment should be grounded by approved methods. Do not use near open flames or other sources
of ignition. Do not store near oxidizing agents.
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Protective clothing, such as a chemical face shield or goggles, gloves, boots and apron made from
solvent resistant materials should be worn using this product.
Empty containers may contain explosive amount of flammable vapors.
Before using this product refer to container label and TURCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET for
additional precautionary, handling and first aid information.
NOTICE:
The above information and recommendations concerning this product are based upon our laboratory tests and field use
experience with this or similar products. However, since conditions of actual use are beyond our control, any recommendations
or suggestions are made without warranty, express or implied. Manufacturer's and seller's sole obligation shall be to replace
that portion of the product shown to be defective. Neither shall be liable for any loss, damage, or injury, direct or consequential,
arising out of the use of this product.
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